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Yacht - Bedroom - acoustic wall and ceiling

The 5 key…

…CLIPSO® benefits
for walls and ceilings
in nautical spaces:

1. Decor

2. Performance

3. Premium quality

4. Weight (light)

5. Durable and flexible

Yacht - living area - acoustic white ceiling

Yacht - living room - acoustic white wall and ceiling



CLIPSO® high-tech coverings allow you to dress all types of walls 
and ceilings, from small cabins to large communal areas on 
cruise ships. 

The shades are perfectly uniform and the colour chart offers a 
wide selection. The coverings complement a designed interior with 
decorative touches or large printed and customised coverings.

Yacht -  Bedroom - acoustic wall and ceiling

CLIPSO® solutions are waterproof and  
stain-proof and are designed to be resilient against 

the constraints of nautical living spaces. 
Good sunlight coverage brightens all  

interior partitions.

This covering can also ensure softer and 
more pleasant acoustics by limiting the noise 

disturbances associated with a ship’s  
confined spaces.

The texture, velvety to the touch, makes the living 
area a real bubble of comfort. 

A selection of soft colours can also increase the 
cocooning sensation.

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE 

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE

Yacht - living area - acoustic white ceiling
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Yacht - living area - acoustic wall and ceilingYacht - living area - acoustic white ceiling

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE
With CLIPSO® solutions, cabins grow 
roomier and more comfortable. 
The taut covering ensures a smooth 
and superior acoustic quality. 

Installation is quick and easy.
Its small size saves space, thus optimising 
the interior design of large cruise ships. 

For a softer light, choose a backlit surface: 
combine the aesthetic covering with 
indirect lighting and create a much warmer 
atmosphere.

And let’s not forget the magic word: elegance.
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